The segment of the electromagnetic spectrum which is encornpassed by wavelengths of 4-0·4 mm is a region of opportunity for the present-day spectroscopist. This entire span is now accessible to high-resolution, microwave-sweep spectroscopy, but the work of measuring the many spectral transitions of atoms, molecules, and crystals which fall in the region has only begun. In it, the spectral lines of most molecules are abundant enough tobe found easily, but not so abundant that they cannot be weil resolved. Absorption coefficients are generally so strong in the region that the chiefproblern in detecting spectra has been in finding an energy source of high spectral purity which can be made to sweep over the region where the absorption lines occur. Such a source has now been developed and proved operable to 0·43 mm wavelength.
THE EXTENSION OF HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY TO THE 4-0·4 MM REGION
Slowly, over a period of some 18 years, our laboratory has extended high-resolution microwave spectroscopy from the 5 mm region down to a wavelength of 0·43 or a frequency of 691,472 Mcjs, thus increasing the range of precise radiofrequency measurements by a factor of ten. Throughout the development we have used crystal harmonic generators driven by klystrons to provide the spectral energy and crystal diodes to detect it. We have persisted in the development of this method because it seemed to us an ideal one for submillimetre wave spectroscopy.
Figures Ja and lb illustrate the chronological order of the progress of our laboratory in extending the range of high-resolution spectroscopy. Early in 1953 we reported a number of high-resolution measurements in the region of one to two millimetres 1 ; in the latter part ofthat year we were able to reach into the submillimetre region 2 for the first time, overlapping the region studied with the lower resolution methods of infrared spectroscopy 3 • By 1958 we had reached a half-millimetre4, but not until 1964 were we able to go below a half-millimetre 5 • Display of the spectral lines on the cathode ray oscilloscope is convenient and beautiful, but it is a luxury which cannot be enjoyed near the borderline of detectability. An automatic pen-and-ink recorder makes possible a very slow sweep with a correspondingly narrow-banded receiver and hence the achievement of a i" This study was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research of the U .S .. A. sensitivity which is an order of magnitude greater than that which can be achieved in a display on a cathode ray scope. Figures 1 a and 1 b show the order of progress by video and by pen-and-ink recorder.
The first overlapping of the radio and infrared regions, to the best of my knowledge, was accomplished by Niehals and Tear 6 in 1923 with a spark-gap generator and a radiometer detector. The spark-gap generator did not, however, prove practical either for radio or for high-resolution spectroscopy, and only dielectric dispersion measurements were made with it. Also, I wish to mention the detection with a Golay detector using harmonic energy from magnetrons in the region of 3-1·5 mm which was made by the Columbia University group 7 in 1949. They reported some fixed-frequency attenuation measurements on DI and ND 3 , but, so far as I know, spectral lines were never measured with this method. More recently, an arc-discharge harmonic generator driven by a highpowered microwave oscillator has been used by Froome 8 to produce submillimetre radiation. I am unaware of any measurements of spectral lines which have been made with this generator, although I notein the abstracts of the present Congress that Knapp and Martin 9 report that line-shape measurements on N 2 0 have been made with a Froome-type harmonic generator. Before we started our millimetre-wave work, Beringer 10 , during World War II, made some measurements of 0 2 absorption in the 5-mm wave region. He did not, however, resolve the fine structure of this absorption.
While the developments described in the present paper were taking place, the artful "maser" appeared on the spectral scene. However, it skipped over the submillimetre region to the region of visible light, where i t took the name "las er". I t has since been worked backward toward the microwave region and has been made by Gebbie et al. 11 to operate on a CN line at 0·377 mm. Thus there is still a gap to be closed between our present 0·43 Iimit and Gebbie's 0·377 mm "Iaser" line, but there are gaps everywhere in the "Iaser" region because the Iaser is not exactly a tunable device. For this reason it does not provide a practical source for highresolution absorption spectroscopy.
Although induced emission lines can be very sharp, the observation of each one is an unusual event, or so I understand, requiring special circumstances. I t is not easy to observe spectral lines upside down in the millimetre and submillimetre wave region. Nevertheless, the Iaser will very probably be made eventually to operate at a number of fixed frequencies in the 4-0·4 mm wave region and should certainly serve important functions in this region. These functions are unlikely to be the same as those served by the high-resolution, frequency-sweep spectrometer described here.
A more complete treatment of the early history of the millimetre wave region is given in the article "Millimeter and Submillimeter Waves in Physics" 12 , andin other reviewsla• 14 • Thesepapers also contain summaries of many molecular constants and frequencies which have been measured in our Iabaratory for the 5-l m1n region. A non-technical description of the development is given in an article entitled "The Shortest Radio Waves" 15 
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQ,UES
The harmonic submillimetre wave source has an important advantage over primary submillimetre sources in that all frequency measurements can be made at the fundamental of the harmonic source. Standard frequency markers which are accurate to at least eight significant figures are not too difficult to provide for the centimetre or upper millimetre wave region where the driver klystron operates. In the United States they can ± 0·70   2  HI27I  0--+1  5/2--+ 3/2  385,548·80 ± 0·70  2  sißri2Cl4N  47--+ 48  392,907·0 ± 0·9  24  slßrl2Cl4N  51--+ 52  425,575·9 ± 0·9  24  slßrl2Cl4N  55--+ 56  458,226·2 ±0·9  24  I2CI6Q  3--+4  3/2--+ 1/2  461,040·68 ± 0·06  3  H 81 Br  0--+1  3/2--+ 1/2  500,406·68 ± 0·26  25  H  81 Br  0--+1  3/2--+ 5/ In Table 1 are listed some submillin1etre wave spectral frequencies which have been measured in our laboratory. These can be used as secondary standards for experimenters who do not yet have a harmonic measuring chain.
Our first measurements in the 4-2 mm range 21 • 25 , 26 were made with the multip1ier and detector crystals in coaxial mounts and with K-band klystrons ( 1·25 cm fundamental). The techniques and the many results achieved with them have been described 13 ,I6 and need not be repeated here.
After unsuccessful efforts to extend measurement below 2 mm, we decided to reduce the size of the crystals and to mount them directly into the waveguide. Tothis project I assigned King, a new graduate student. This was a fortunate assignment. We obtained small crystals by breaking up some commercial 1 N26 crystals. At the same time we designed a differential screw mechanism for critical adjustment of the pressure of the tungsten whisker on the crystal. We also set up equipment for sharpening electrolytically the point of the whisker to the form which would give best results. Figure 2 shows diagrams of the cross-sections of the crystal mounts; Figure 3 shows the mounted crystal and the mounted cat whisker. Figure 4 shows the multiplier and detector as component parts of a submillimetre wave spectrometer. Detailed descriptions of the designs and the experimental method may be found in the original papers 1 • 27 • These designs and procedures have remained basically the same although the waveguide sizes have been reduced for accommodation of klystron drivers of higher frequency and for the filtering out oflower harmonics. Also, electrical biasing 4 has been found to improve the performance in some adjustments. With these new designs, we were immediately able to measure lines to 1 mm wavelength and soon thereafter to extend the measurements into the submillimetre region
•
In 1956 we were fortunate to obtain some silicon crystals bombarded with high energy radiation by Ohl, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. These crystals were found to improve the performance of the multiplier unit. The method of development of this crystal is described by Ohl, Budenstein, and Burrus 28 • We are greatly indebted to the Bell Laboratories for supplying us with these crystals.
Another factor which has contributed to the performance of our multip1ier unit is the improvement of millimetre-wave klystrons by various commercial concerns. The first submillimetre-wave measurements, to 0·77 mm, were achieved with Raytheon klystrons operating in the 1·25 cm wave range. The extension from 0·77 mm to 0·50 mm wavelength was achieved with the British EMI klystrons operating in the range of 8 mm wavelength. The extension from 0·50 mm to 0·43 mm was achieved with the Japanese OKI klystrons operating in the 5 mm region. With k1ystrons and other primary oscillators now developed to operate in the shorter millimetre wave region, we hope to extend the workable submillimetre range to 0·3 mm, or below.
Figures 5a and Sb illustrate the remarkably broad-banded coverage of the harmonic generators and detectors. The top tracing of Figure Sb shows spectral lines from 1·03 mm to 0·587 mm taken by different harmonics of the klystron power. The other two tracings show an extension on down to 0·43 mm. To understand these tracings it is necessary to realize that the different harmonics of the klystron:s are exact integral multiples, whereas the rotational frequencies of the linear molecules are almost integral multiples, but not exactly so. The departure by the molecular frequencies from the exact harmonic relationship is caused by centrifugal distortion. These effects of centrifugal distortion can be easily and accurately measured from such traces. By twiddling the various tuning knobs, an operator can alter significantly the relative strengths of the lines "seen" with the different harm.onics, although the device is so broad-banded that one finds it actually difficult to quench some of the lines while others are seen. From Figure 1 , ü is obvious that one can easily search many segments of the spectrum simultaneously with such broad-banded harmonic generators and detectors as these. I t is also obvious that one can search an enormaus region of the spectrum with the same spectrometer, even with a single primary oscillator. This system makes search for unknown lines not only rapid but relatively inexpensive. When different segments of the spectrum are searched simultaneously, care must be used in the identification of the particular harmonic with which the unknown line is found. Any uncertainty about identification can be resolved if the klystron is tuned so that the same line is detected wlth a different harmonic. The ratio of the two klystron frequencies determines the harmonics involved. We call this the cross-fi.re method of harmonic identification.
Identification of the different harmonics can also be achieved by use of a superheterodyne receiver for observation of the beat notes between the corresponding harmonics of two harmonic generators which have slightly different fundamentals. When the frequency difference of the two fundamental sources is held constant, the beat frequency increases with the harmonic number. Thus, if the recording instrument is synchronized with the frequency sweep of the receiver, the beat notes between the different barmonies can be observed and displayed separately. If the receiver tuning and one source are maintained at fixed frequencies while the other source has its frequency swept, the different harmonics can be displayed separately 
as a function of the sweep of the source. The receiver band-width must in each case be sufficiently narrow for discrimination between the different beat notes.
HYDROGEN HALIDES AND THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT
Millimetre and submillimetre wave spectra of hydrogen 4 • 3 \ deuterium 32 , and tritium 33 halides-except the fluorides-have now been measured. Submillimetre wave frequencies measured for the hydrogen halides are listed in Table 1 , and the spectra are shown in Figure 1 . The first rotational line of HF falls at 0·24 mm, outside our present submillimetre wave coverage. Although the J = 0 ~ 1 transitions of DF and TF fall within our reach, we have not had time to measure them. Some years before our measurement ofH 35 Cl, Ranket a/. 34 evaluated with great accuracy the B 0 value of H 35 Cl in wavelength units by measuring its near-infrared spectra with a precision grating spectrometer. The value they obtained with the stated limits of error is B 0 = 10·440254 ± 0·000010 cm-1 • The limits of error are comparable to those for the best present values of the velocity of light. Since our measurement of B 0 is in frequency units, with Iimits of error still smaller (sec Table 2 ), it is possible to obtain a new and better evaluation of the velocity of light from the ratio of these two B 0 values. The resulting value for c given in Table 3 is seen to be in agreement with, and of comparable accuracy to, the best values of c obtained with more direct methods of measurement. This is a tribute to Rank's measurement, which, tothebest ofmy knowledge, is one ofthe most precise ever made with an infrared grating spectrometer.
PRECISION STARK SPECTROMETER
The region of 4-1 mm wavelength appears to be nearly the optimum one for most. field must be imposed at right angles to the electric component of the microwave radiation. This is not possible with a conventional strip-inthe-waveguide cell 41 but with the parallel-plate cell it can easi1y be achieved when the source and the detector units are arranged so that an electric component of the radiation is parallel to the plates ( Figure 6 ). For this arrangement, thc horns must be properly designed to transmit the desired mode, and the separation between the plates must be greater than 'A/2.
To increase the precision of such cells, we now use silver-coated plate glass separated by optically ground quartz spacers. To increase the effective focus, we use Teflon lenses installed in the flat horns. The d.c. valtage applied across the horns we measure with a precision potentiometer.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the type of resolution which is obtainab1e with this parallel-plate cell. 
SPECTROSCOPY OF UNSTADLE MOLECULAR SPECIES
In the design of a "free space" absorption cell 45 • 46 for the study of free radicals and other unstable species, we have taken advantage of the ease with which short millimetre waves can be focused. The focusing is accomplished through a combination of horns and lenses. Horns, lenses, cells, and other millimetre wave components are shown in Figure 9a . Figure 9b is a diagram of the entire spectrometer. The sample is contained in a cylindrical glass cell which is placed in the path of the focused radiation. Connected to the glass cell and immediately below, is an arrangement for the production of gaseaus free radicals with a glow discharge. This spectronlcter has been used for study of carbon monosulphide 45 , sulphur n1onoxide 16 , hydrogen persulphide 47 , and another unstable species 48 tentatively identified as SH. More than 100 lines have been measured 47 for H 2 S 2 in the 4-1 mm wave region by M. Winnewisser and G. Winnewisser . For this relatively unstable gas, the lifetime in the glass cell is found to be a few hours.
First order Stark or Zeeman splitting can be observed with Stark plates or magnetic coils placed outside the glass envelope, although for observation of the second order Stark effect it is necessary to put the Stark plates inside, as shown in Figure 6 . Further details about these procedures can be obtained from the original publication 4 5, 4 6. The "free-space" spectrometer is easily adapted to magnetic modulation with phase-sensitive detection and automatic recording. Figure 10 shows recordings of two SO transitions thus obtained with 4 kcfs magnetic modulation by M. Winnewisser . One of these represents a rotational transition, essentially an electric dipole transition. The very weak line is an electronic spin transition which is induced primarily by the magnetic dipole moment.
In Figure 11 , an H 2 S line observed at .\ = 0·81 mm (369,128 Mc/s) demonstrates that the focusing Teflon lenses are not prohibitive lossy for submillimetre wave measurements.
In Table 5 are listed some frequencies of SO in 3~ electronic ground states which have been measured with this "free-space" spectrometer operating in the 4-1 mm region. In this table arealso listed the molecular constants which are derived from them.
Using focusing horns and Teflon Jenses like those shown in Figure 9 , we have also constructed a "free-space" cell with a metallic enclosure. This spectrometer, which can be used for study of unstable species at higher temperatures, is similar to the high-temperature, molecular-beam spectrometer described in the next section. With it, rotationallirres of the unstable species AlF have been measured in the 4-1 mm region by Pearson, a graduate student.
HIGH-TEMPERATURE, MOLECULAR-BEAM SPECTROMETER
Because of the increase in intensity of rotational lines with frequency, approximately as the cube of the frequency for diatornie or linear molecules, it becomes possible in the 4-1 mm region to detect the absorption spectra of collimated, high-temperature, molecular beams which are simply sprayed across the radiation path, as indicated in Figure 12 . Such molecular beams were first detected by Garrison and Gordy 49 in 195 7. Figure 13 shows cathode ray scope displays of a KClline which they obtained in the 3 mm region. This line is only 60 kc/s in width, but it is distorted :;omewhat by the receiver, for increase of the signal-to-noise ratio. 14 shows rotational lines of CsF in excited vibrational states. The highest molecular-beam spectral frequency so far observed with the spectrometer is 336771·14 Mc/s, or .\ = 0·89 mm (see Table 1 ). Because of the Iosses in the large focusing horns, in the thick lenses, and in the absorption cell it is not possible to reach as far into the submillitre wave region with this spectrometer as with one employing a short waveguide cell. However, we have plans for modification of the spectrometer which should reduce the submillimetre wave Iosses in it. The strong spectral absorption lines which make possible high-temperature molecular-beam spectroscopy are not the only reasons for making such rneasurements in the shorter millimetre region. High-frequency measurements are necessary if centrifugal distortion constants are to be obtained for such heavy molecules as the alkali halides for which distortion constants have not proved measurable with optical spectroscopy. Although the J = 0 ~ 1 transitions of a few of the alkali halides have been measured to high precision with molecular-beam resonance techniques, the measurements could not give comparably accurate values of B 0 and other rotational constants because the effects of centrifugal distortion were not measured. Our laboratory has now completed millimetre wave measurements on all the alkali. halides. The results are reported in detail in a series of articles in the Physical Review, the latest of which gives results on the alkali ftuorides. In Tables 6, 7 , and 8 some of the results are summarized. For most of the various isotopic species, many more transitions were: measured than were required to yield the various constants, so that a self-consistent check on the measurements would be possible. An illustration of the consistency between the frequency measurements and the frequencies calculated with Dunham's theory 51 is given in Table 6 . Only six terms in Dunham's expansions were found necessary to fit these data to the observed accuracy. The theory and calculations are described in the original papers cited.
It is of interest that the vibrational constants we and the anharmonicity constants weXe are obtained much more precisely from these measurements than they could be obtained from direct infrared measurements of vibrational transitions. These vibrational constants are summarized in Table 8 .
An important factor which makes it possible to observe sharp, strong lines of the alkali halides in the shorter millimetre region is the rapid decrease of nuclear quadrupole splitting of rotational lines with increasing J. For most of the alkali halides, the nuclear quadrupole coupling produces only a slight broadening, usually less than 100 kcjs in the 1-2 mm region. For example, the KClline shown in Figure 14 for J = 12 ~ 13 is broadened less than 60 kcjs. Although the avoidance of nuclear quadrupole effects at high J is a great simplifying factor and one which makes possible very accurate evaluation of rotational and vibrational constants, it has a disadvantage in that nuclear coupling constants cannot be obtained from the measurements. Fortunately, the nuclear coupling constants of most of the alkali halides are known from measurements of molecular beam resonance in the radiofrequency region. I t is obvious that the molecular beam measurements in the millimetre and the radio regions are more complementary than competitive.
Before our work on the alkali halides was clone, Honig et al. 52 o bserved centimetre wave transitions for most of the alkali halides with an absorption cell heated to the vaporization temperature of the halides. Because of the large Doppler broadening and pressure broadening at these temperatures, their measurements were one or two orders of magnitude less accurate than those we obtained with the molecular beam spectrometer. Also they were unable to obtain reliable values for centrifugal stretching constants from centimetre wave measurements only. More recently, high-temperature absorption cells have been made to operate in the lower frequency millimetre wave region, 10-8 mm, by Lide et al. 53 and by Torring 54 , and in the centimetre range by Hoeft55.
The future projects which we shall attempt with the molecular beam spectrometer involve measurement of rotational transitions of some of the alkali hydrides and certain other metallic hydrides and halides. To measure the hydrides we must produce a system which has lower loss than the present one at the shorter submillimetre wavelengths. We also must overcome certain chemical and physical problems to obtain adequate molecular beams.
SYMMETRie AND ASYMMETRie ROTORS
Even though all except the lighter symmetric and asymmetric top rotors have rotational transitions which occur in the centimetre or upper millimetre wave region, measurements in the shorter millimetre or submillimetre wave region are necessary for an accurate evaluation of the rather large effects of centrifugal distortion on the molecular constants of these molecules. Furthermore, measurements over a wide frequency range are usually necessary before correct assignment of the transitions of an asymmetric rotor can be made. For these and other reasons, it has been-or should have been-apparent to most spectroscopists since the first centimetre wave measurements after World War II that extension of the coverage of microwave spectroscopy throughout the millimetre and into the submillimetre regionwas imperative to realization of full spectral status for this new branch of spectroscopy. The opening of the 4-0·4 mm regiontagether with the development and increasing availability of accurate, high-speed computers has now made the spectroscopy of asymmetric rotors a practical reality. A number of visiting scientists working in our laboratory have effectively employed 4-1 mm wave spectroscopy for the study of asymmetric rotors. 3 61 and their deuterated counterparts. The anomalous relationship of the distortion constants found for these molecules is illustrated by Figure 15 . Erlandsson was one of the first to combine 4-1 mm wave spectroscopy with high-speed computer techniques 62 for the effective study of centrifugal distortion in asymmetric rotors. Examples of recent work in this field are the researches ofWinnewisser and Cook on centrifugal distortion in HN 3 and all its isotopic species 63 , also that of Cook on nitrosyl ftuoride 64 • Analysis of effects of centrifugal stretching on symmetric rotors is simpler than that of asymmetric rotors, but it also requires measurements at higher millimetre or submillimetre wave frequencies. The work by Thomas, Cox and Gordy on the methyl halides 65 is an illustration of this type of study. Figure 16 shows graphically the relationship of the distortion constants found for these molecules.
The increase of strength of molecular absorption with increase of frequency makes the study of rotational spectra of molecules in excited vibrational states more practical in the 4-0·4 mm range than in the lower frequency microwave region. Like the study of the effects of centrifugal distortion, this work is mostly in the future, but examples of what can be clone are provided in the study of interaction between the vibrational and rotational motions which give rise to the l-type doublets of methyl cyanide by Venkateswarlu, Bakerand Gordy66.
Same symmetric top molecules, like many diatornie molecules, have such small moments of jnertia that they have observable rotational lines only in the wavelength region below 4 mm. Illustrative results obtained for some of these molecules are given in Table 9 . 
SOLIDS, LIQ.UIDS AND FLAMES
Smyth's group 71 at Princeton and Schneider 72 at Duke have used our harmonic generator for study of dielectric absorption of liquids in the 3 mm region. In the 4 mm region, van Roggen, van Roggen and Gordy-73 have used it for the measurement of paramagnetic resonance of free radicals in single crystals of DPPH and similar substances. The advantage of high frequencies in the resolution ofs:rnall anisotropies in the spectroscopic splitting factor g in paramagnetic resonance is demonstra ted.
At Duke, Schneider and Hofmann 74 , also Bulewicz and Padley7 5 , developed a highly effective method for the study of combustion processes through millimetre-wave cyclotron resonances in gaseous flames. The experiments they performed in the 8-6 mm region would have been more effective if clone in the 4-1 mm region, but, unfortunately, they did not have available a suitable, high-field magnet for detection of resonances in that region. Because the observation frequency must belarge as compared with the collision frequency which determines the line breadth, the flames must be burned at sub-atmospheric pressures when the resonances are observed in the 8-6 mm region. With magnets now commercially available, one can apply this method in the one millimetre region where it should be possible to study combustion processes at pressures of the order of an atmosphere.
Many resonances of solids-antiferromagnetic resonance, cyclotron resonance, transitions from superconducting to normal states, lattice and molecular vibrational transitions-occur within the submillimetre wave region which is now accessible to microwave measurements. However, it seems inefficient, if not downright wasteful, to use a high-resolution source for study of very broad resonances. As is apparent from the illustrations, we have concentrated our principal efforts on sharp-line spectra. With use of single crystals, highly purjfied materials, and low-temperature techniques, however, one should be able to sharpen many submillimetre wave resonances of solids to the degree that a high-resolution sweep spectrometer becomes of advantage for observation of them. Study of sharp-line spectra ofsolids is among the future applications ofsubmillimetre wave spectroscopy.
